Dear Gentlemen,

I want to assure you that my intentions are not to “trip you up” in any way, shape or form.

On the contrary, I consider your movie the most informative, honest, and well presented “state of the union” of the United States that as I mentioned to Ian when first communicating with him from another of my email accounts that my “corruption story of all time” feeds directly into King Corn.

Let me further add that your “agenda” not only appears “truthful” but I was so “taken” by the very easy to follow and the appearance at times of Ian and Curt being “sumwhat” [sic] “naive” that none of you including Aaron have “bought”, at least not yet.

Let me further add as you all do your “homework” on me, someone who is today very much an “open book” spelling out in real time not only the corruption of corruption but how frighteningly easy it is to “fix” without a drop more bloodshed, there is possibly no one in the entire world more intimately familiar than me with the “distraction” games, both the strategies and tactics of the “ruling elite” who all have names and faces and who can also be identified in “real time” at a “moments notice”.

Again, there is no “bragging” and it certainly is not about “me”, rather I am just a very credible person who “tells it the way it is” and again it is frighteningly easy to follow for anyone with just the least amount of common sense and of course that includes this very corrupt group De Beers who should not need any introduction.

I had given Ian enough “key words” to do a Google Search on me to know a great deal more about me than what I have previously shared which more likely than not what he expected.

When you go to my one website www.just3ants.com one of the first things you will notice is that Israeli Military Intelligence report, and even if it hadn’t been vetted by both IMI and the Mossad you would conclude just like the FBI that it is a most credible “terrorist plot” given how it makes perfect sense beginning with how come the average person with common sense wouldn’t have at least thought about it and the next thing you will most likely ask yourself is whether you or someone you know had in fact thought about it if not voiced it loudly.

The smartest intelligence officers in the world who are of course Israeli and/or connected in one way, shape or form with either IMI and/or the Mossad understand
rather well not only “human nature” but the real economic-political history of the world.

My book, The History of Money Creation and Its Future is in fact being told in “real time” much like Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond Invention that details the devious nature of De Beers and Co. a most dynamic organization that again I am intimately familiar with.

Were you to take out the word, “Immediately” out of this very CLEAR, SHORT sentence Military Report of all time, it should immediately become more frightening.

Suffice to say, neither IMI or the Mossad have taken issue with me by having thrown in that one word that I thought would “soften” things a little.

Obviously, I am not only smart but smart enough to never be arrogant, most of all to count my blessings beginning by never assuming I am “omnipotent”; and of course my “potency” comes from the fact that I know despite dodging more than my “fair share of bullets” I am not omnipotent.

Moreover, I have in fact a plan that could in fact bring about world peace in less than 24 hours again without an additional drop of blood being spilled and of course “smart asses” would then argue that isn’t there enough blood being spilled.

I should let you know that I not only suffer fools badly but when someone lies, steals or cheats, does anything which I consider “fast and loose” with the truth, I am totally tenacious.

My very brilliant and most beautiful French-Canadian wife says, “Gary can be your best friend or worst nightmare”.

The choice is all yours.

We are now off to dinner.

Sincerely yours,

Gary S. Gevisser
I am 51 years young, most likely the least naive currently living, and relatively unfit when compared to when I was less than midway through my Israeli Military Intelligence training when I was in peak physical shape, but in all likelihood, I am in the top one percent of the fittest people in the world less than 40 years of age.

Moreover, I am today in even better mental shape than I was at age 23 and I wasn’t exactly stupid back then and far from being naive beginning with the fact that by the second time I was handed an Israeli Special Forces weapon, a semi-automatic rifle, at age 10, I had figured why I was given a year before, back in July 1966, another Special Forces weapon, an Israeli made Uzi submachine gun; and even though both resulted in a "photo shoot", the main purpose was to never stop questioning when constantly having my curiosity peaked.

Trust me I am not close to bragging given how the greatest miracle, apart from my birth and being blessed with two parents who allowed me to fly free and high right from the start, was the fact that I never thought for a moment I would be tested to survive, at the time 1980, a liver poisoning that would have killed most likely, the top 99% of the world’s fittest athletes.

The "real war" started when I "got wind" that something was "horribly wrong" when a totally unknown individual was able to purchase back in 1969 my paternal grandfather’s multinational trading conglomerate that was headquartered in South Africa, Durban where I was born and lived there for 1 week shy of 21 years, for significantly less than a fire sale liquidation and we are talking about a massive public corporation with branches/offices all over the world; and let me just tell you "point blank" the most sophisticated financial engineers as well as mining engineers come out of South Africa, going on now for a century, and I would know.

By the time my much more "official" Israeli Military Intelligence training began in the fall of 1972 I was a much more mature, 5 feet 8 inches high leaving me with another full half inch before reaching my full height; and BTW I have now lost that half inch, or so my most beautiful French-Canadian wife says.

Moreover, I ended up excelling in both my academic exams as well as in Gadna training which is the junior military training.

The fact that I did all this, again age 15, on Kibbutz Sde Boker in the Negev Desert, near Beersheba, which is where David Ben Gurion the first Prime Minister of Israel and the Mossad, had retired and that I would meet with Ben Gurion for the first time on November 1st, 1972, some 13 months to the day before he passed away is quite a coincidence.

But not quite as much a coincidence as the fact that Ben Gurion came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as my great maternal grandmother who returned in 1929 from Tel-Aviv, Israel where the Mossad are headquartered to England to raise my newly born mother who when still age 19, “From the earliest days of 1949 she [Zena] visited Israel two and three times a year writing reports for different publications.”

Suffice to say that when I got poisoned soon after joining the diamond cartel De Beers soon after they had begun crashing the gold market beginning January 21st, 1980, I was not even an official member of Israeli Military Intelligence and/or the Mossad, Israel’s foreign intelligence institute.

Moreover, I have never been either an "official" or "unofficial" member of either IMI or the Mossad which does not mean I have ever lost my credibility with its most senior ranking officials who also don’t have any "official" or "unofficial" standing with either IMI or the Mossad.

Relating this story comes with blood and tears.

Continuing to “cut and paste” from the second page of a letter sent to my orthodox Jewish South African grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser back on May 3rd, 1965 where a relative, the husband of his murdered sister’s also murdered daughter is beginning to relate the details about the brutal slaying of his wife, their
2 children, his wife's 4 sisters and their one brother, the other brother died at age 16:

"Then the real war started - Germany against Russia & from that time onwards, relating this story comes with blood and tears. And for me, this is more so, as the war separated me from my loved ones. I was called to the army and served till the end. I was twice wounded, on occasion very severely. When I came back to Vilna [Lithuania] whilst still in the army in 1944, I found no one alive - not my mother, not my two brothers and four sisters and their families and no one from your sister's family and their children."

Ian, my goal is simple, save the children of the world.

My goal is very simple to institute.

As you will see I have already been executing it rather well.

It begins with an Israeli Military Intelligence report.

Would you like to hear more?

--- On Sun, 7/6/08, Ian Cheney <ian@kingcorn.net> wrote:
From: Ian Cheney <ian@kingcorn.net>
Subject: Re: Ian, is there a telephone number that I can reach you at?
To: daacstar@yahoo.com
Date: Sunday, July 6, 2008, 10:43 AM

Hi Gary

I'd be interested to learn a little more about your story. Do tell.

best

Ian

On Jul 6, 2008, at 1:37 PM, gg gsg wrote:

My agenda is simple. On March 2nd 1971, following the death of American Charles Engelhard, a very close family relative of mine became the executor of Engelhard's estate which for all intent and purposes does NOT "register" on the "radar screen".

This rather "conspicuous" estate, at least to the "ruling elite" was not only gargantuan but purposely made to appear, at least to the masses, as "inconspicuous".

As you folks did the most extraordinary job of "following the corn trail" you didn't get into the real "money trail" which I know would have been extraordinarily detracting and no doubt taking away from a movie-documentary that I consider the most important expose of all time, not only of government corruption but much more importantly, the medical community beginning with our so highly paid medical doctors.

My story not only "feeds into" King Corn it is most compelling.

Moreover, the story of Charles W. Engelhard who inherited the title, “The Platinum King” from his father
who started Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals in 1902 is totally convincing because not only is it the truth but I happen to be a most credible business person who for good reason doesn’t have to kowtow to anyone including my uncle who offered me on two occasions to take over from him as “executor”, bearing in mind that in the intervening 37 odd years not only has this estate grown enormously with “money power” second to none, I too have learned not only how to keep up with this highly dynamic organization but given my “intelligence training” to stay both alive and several steps ahead.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Gary